Customized Private Tours for Individuals & Groups
We plan customized college tours for individuals, families, schools, agencies, churches and youth programs
year round. We can depart from any city, any time of year, for any size from 1-1000 persons. With a
customized tour you tell us the itinerary you want. [A] We can plan it and then you go do it, or [B] We can
plan it and do it for you. Call for a quote, or online.

CECAAL PRIVATE TOURS FOR INDIVIDUALS &
FAMILIES (SMALL GROUPS of 1-25 persons)
CECAAL is not only about regular
Sized groups but we can also
set
up
college
visits
for
Individuals and very small groups.
We have the ability to specifically
cater to the needs of a single
Individual who needs to visit a
specific campus. Or, to a parent who
wants to see the campus their child
has just gotten accepted to. Or,
perhaps a small group of friends
have decided that they want to go
and see their favorite college
together before they apply. These
smaller sized trips can be set up
or any number of days you need
and depending on your budget you
can through CECAAL Tours set
up college visits in any state and
most nations.

ECL PRIVATE TOURS FOR GROUPS & AGENCIES
(LARGER GROUPS of 26-1000+ persons)
CECAAL trips are filled through a
national selection process, therefore, we cannot guarantee to any
group that ALL of their students
will be accepted on any posted trip.
So, for groups which require that all
their students must attend the
same trip in order to meet policy or
educational requirements will find
that an ECL customized private tour
Is the solution. Some groups may
have specific dates they can only
travel, others may have a particular
curriculum to use, still others may
be under religious, agency, or
governmental policies, and others
may want only a particular type of
college to be visited. ECL can do
tours up to 1000+ persons.

Register Online at WWW.CECAAL.ORG – 1-267-255-FIAT (3428)

